
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Nonfiction Program (Single or Multi-
Camera)

The Amazing Race

It’s Just a Million Dollars, No Pressure
February 21, 2018

In the thrilling Amazing Race finale teams travel seven thousand miles from Hong Kong to San
Francisco, competing in challenges in Aberdeen Harbor and on the Bay Bridge, culminating in a final
brain-bending task on board the iconic USS Hornet where one team wins the million-dollar prize.

America's Got Talent

Auditions Week Three
June 13, 2017

A weekly talent show with a variety of performers who are all competing for the grand prize of a million
dollars.

America's War On Drugs

Acid, Spies, & Secret Experiments
June 18, 2017

Secret assassination attempts, the CIA’s LSD experiments, and covert support of heroin traffickers lead
up to Nixons’ declaration of war on drugs. Gangsters and gurus, war lords and spies, street gangs and
politicians — all vying for control over black market narcotics, and the power that comes with it.

American Dynasties: The Kennedys

Episode 5: The Legend of Camelot
April 08, 2018

Numbed by grief after the assassination of her husband, Jackie crafts JFK’s legacy, while Bobby
becomes a champion of the dispossessed and the family’s next great political hope.

American Experience

The Chinese Exclusion Act
May 29, 2018

The history and impact of the 1882 law that made it illegal for Chinese workers to come to America and
for Chinese nationals already here ever to become U.S. citizens. The first in a line of acts targeting the
Chinese, it remained in force for more than 60 years.



American Masters

Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive
October 30, 2017

Discover the real story of the notorious author, starring Denis O’Hare as Edgar Allan Poe. Explores the
misrepresentations of Poe and reveals how he tapped into what it means to be human in a modern and
sometimes frightening world.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown

Lagos
October 15, 2017

The ingenuity of the Nigerian people is the focus of Bourdain's travels as he explores its food, music and
rich cultural diversity.

Baltimore Rising

November 20, 2017

Baltimore Rising goes deep behind the scenes of a city on edge in the wake of Freddie Gray’s death in
police custody, which sparked protests and riots. The film follows local activists, police officers,
community leaders and gang affiliates as they fight for change and struggle to hold Baltimore together.

Below Deck Mediterranean

Episode 209: iCloudy With A Chance of Secrets
June 27, 2017

Wes declares his feelings for Malia, while her relationship with Adam takes a turn. And when Bugsy
makes a discovery that Hannah has broken yachtie code, Hannah faces Captain Sandy and must live
with the consequences. Hannah questions Adam’s abilities as a chef, causing further tension between
the two.

Biggie: The Life Of Notorious B.I.G. (Biography Presents)

September 04, 2017

Biggie: The Life of Notorious B.I.G. is the first biography to be authorized by his estate. This
documentary provides interviews with his widow, his mother, close friends and multiple cultural icons.

Bill Nye Saves the World

Your Computer Is Under Attack
December 29, 2017

From phishing to malware, Bill uncovers the scams that steal our data. Steve-O talks about the time he
exposed himself to hackers.

Blue Planet II

Coral Reefs
February 03, 2018

Coral reefs are home to one-quarter of all marine species. Survival in these undersea mega-cities is a
challenge with many different solutions. A remarkable grouper uses the fish equivalent of sign language
to collaborate with an octopus, flushing their prey out of hiding holes.



Bobby Kennedy for President

You Only Get One Time Around
April 27, 2018

With America increasingly and violently divided, Bobby mounts and impassioned run for the White
House until an assassin's hand intervenes.

Born This Way

What Love Means
June 20, 2017

The cast of Born This Way have an open Q & A discussion to help alleviate concerns about love,
relationships, and sexuality.

Chef's Table

Jordi Roca
April 13, 2018

When a twist of fate left Jordi Roca in charge of pastry at his brothers' famous restaurant, he stunned
everyone with his wildly inventive creations.

City Of Ghosts

October 02, 2017

Directed, produced, and filmed by Matthew Heineman, CITY OF GHOSTS is a real-life international
thriller that follows the courageous story of "Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently," a group of Syrian
citizen journalists risking their lives to covertly expose the human rights abuses committed by ISIS in
their hometown.

Deadliest Catch

Battle Lines
April 10, 2018

After Sig and Jake have a falling out Jake partners with Sig’s biggest rival. Josh Harris returns to captain
the Cornelia Marie. Sean Dwyer buys quota out from under veteran foe Wild Bill.

Deej

October 16, 2017

Deej is the story of DJ Savarese (“Deej”), a gifted, young writer and advocate for nonspeaking autistics.
Once a “profoundly disabled” foster kid on a fast track to nowhere, DJ is now a first-year college student
who insists on standing up for his peers.

The Defiant Ones

Episode 1
July 09, 2017

Years before they sell Beats to Apple for $3 billion (their largest acquisition ever), Dr. Dre and Jimmy
Iovine’s music careers begin on opposite coasts with nothing but a little ambition, many frustrating set-
backs, and a few good breaks—allowing each to show the world their talent for producing hits.



Demi Lovato: Simply Complicated

October 17, 2017

This documentary gives an intimate look into Demi Lovato's life, one of the biggest pop stars in the
world. It includes never before told stories that take you on a journey as she creates her most
important body of work in music, and discovers her most authentic self.

Dirty Money

Hard NOx
January 26, 2018

Volkswagen’s “clean diesel” cars seemed like a dream come true for carbon-conscious drivers - until a
fraud of staggering proportions came to light.

Elizabeth Smart: Autobiography (Biography Presents)

November 12, 2017 - November 13, 2017

Fifteen years after her abduction at age 14, Elizabeth Smart takes control of her narrative, sharing her
perspective on her captivity, rape, recovery, and advocacy for other victims. A bold redefinition of
victimhood, the two-part documentary reveals how Smart outwitted her captors to make her rescue
possible.

Elvis Presley: The Searcher

April 14, 2018 - April 14, 2018

A two film, three-hour presentation taking the audience on a comprehensive journey from Elvis’
childhood through the final 1976 Jungle Room recording sessions. The film includes stunning
atmospheric shots taken inside Graceland, and features more than 20 new, primary source interviews,
plus never-before-seen photos and footage from private collections worldwide.

Eric Clapton: Life In 12 Bars

February 10, 2018

Told through his own words and songs, Eric Clapton: Life in 12 Bars is a moving and insightful film about
one of the great artists of the modern era.

Evil Genius

Part 1: The Heist
May 11, 2018

A bank robbery in Pennsylvania ends in the bombing death of a pizza deliveryman who may or may not
have been a hostage forced to commit the crime.

The Final Year

May 21, 2018

The Final Year offers a unique insiders’ account of President Barack Obama’s foreign policy team during
its last year in office. Featuring unprecedented access inside the White House and State Department,
the film reveals the inner workings of the Obama administration as it prepares to leave power after
eight years.



The First 48

Dangerous Buisness
July 06, 2017

A suburban teen is killed in a robbery gone bad, prompting a Minneapolis police detective to determine
which of the victim's friends may have double-crossed him.

The First 48

Dangerous Company
December 07, 2017

A father gone missing turns up dead when his plans to evict a tenant ignite a murderous rage.

The Four: Battle for Stardom

Week Six
February 08, 2018

Four super-talented, fiercely competitive singers, chosen by the show’s panel of music industry experts,
will try to defend coveted spots on stage, as they are challenged individually by new singers determined
to replace them. Each week, if any are outperformed, they’ll go home and their challengers will take
their place.

The Fourth Estate

First 100 Days
May 27, 2018

As Donald J. Trump takes the oath of office, The New York Times’ New York and Washington bureaus
prepare to cover an administration unlike any other. Tension boils over when the President calls the
media “the enemy of the people.”

Gaga: Five Foot Two

September 22, 2017

Follow pop provocateur Lady Gaga as she releases a new album, preps for her Super Bowl halftime show,
and confronts physical and emotional struggles.

The Grand Tour

Up, down and round the farm
January 05, 2018

Jeremy Clarkson makes his own take on a Ken Block-style car skidding video, James May tests the new
VW Up GTI at the Eboladrome and Richard Hammond takes a high-powered tank called the Ripsaw to
Dubai. Preacher star Dominic Cooper goes against comedian Bill Bailey in Celebrity Face Off.

Hamilton's Pharmacopeia

The Psychedelic Toad
November 28, 2017

Hamilton embarks on a quest to answer the most important question in ethnoherpetological history and
along the way, he finds the power of love.



History of Comedy

Spark of Madness
July 30, 2017

The definitive look at the comedic art form, History of Comedy explores comedy through topics including
race, headlines, hardship, parody, and politics. Using archival footage and interviews with comedy
legends, the series investigates how comedy has influenced and been affected by the political and social
landscape throughout history.

Icarus

August 04, 2017

One man can blow the lid off history's biggest sports doping scandal. But what is he willing to endure to
expose the truth?

If You're Not in the Obit, Eat Breakfast

June 05, 2017

Writer-comedian Carl Reiner asks, “What’s the secret to living into your 90s—and loving every minute of
it?” Reiner chats with nonagenarians Mel Brooks, Dick Van Dyke, Kirk Douglas, Norman Lear, Betty
White and admirers like Jerry Seinfeld about how the twilight years can be the happiest and most
rewarding.

Intervention

The Herion Triangle Chapter 1
January 02, 2018

For the first time in the series’ history,Intervention will follow interconnected stories of addicts and their
families. Set within a cluster of communities in the affluent Atlanta suburbs known as ‘The Heroin
Triangle,’ this season of Intervention aims to shine a light on the families’ need for support.

James Cameron's Story Of Science Fiction (AMC Visionaries)

Alien Life
April 30, 2018

Aliens have been a staple of science fiction since The War of the Worlds and have been objects of
fascination and fear ever since, from Close Encounters to Independence Day. Science Fiction uses aliens
as metaphors to explore ideas about communication, colonization, politics, power, and our treatment of
each other.

James Patterson's Murder Is Forever

Murder Interrupted
January 22, 2018

Frank and Nancy Howard, a devoted, church-going couple who were pillars of their Carrollton, Texas
community. But in the summer of 2009, a hit man showed up at their door, forever changing their lives.

Jane

March 12, 2018

Drawing from over 100 hours of never-before-seen footage, director Brett Morgen tells the story of JANE,
a woman whose chimpanzee research challenged the male-dominated scientific consensus of her time
and revolutionized our understanding of the natural world.



John McCain: For Whom The Bell Tolls

May 28, 2018

This is an improbable story of triumph, defeat and resilience, six decades of, in John McCain’s words,
"imperfect service to my country," in which mistakes are redeemed by the risks taken and sacrifices
made. It's a lesson in patriotism at a time when the meaning of that virtue is disputed.

Jonestown: The Women Behind the Massacre

February 26, 2018

This powerful special focuses on four women within Jim Jones’ inner circle and their influence on the
1978 Jonestown Massacre that left 918 people dead. It explores the dynamics of sex and power in The
People’s Temple between Jones’ wife, secretaries and mistresses who planned the infamous mass
murder/suicides.

Katy Perry Live: Witness World Wide

June 08, 2017

Join Katy Perry as the colorful pop icon puts her life on camera 24/7 for four whole days, in her most
intimate reveal yet. Join Katy as she takes us behind-the-scenes in the creation and aftermath of this
unprecedented live-streaming event with friends, artists and celebrity guests.

King in the Wilderness

April 02, 2018

Through stories from friends and advisors, this film follows Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., after the passage
of the Voting Rights Act in 1965 to his assassination in 1968, providing an intimate window into King’s
character, as a man besieged on all sides, yet steadfast in his commitment to non-violence.

Leah Remini: Scientology And The Aftermath

The “Perfect” Scientology Family
August 29, 2017

Liz Gale, third generation Scientologist, was raised to believe that Scientology had the equation to
create the perfect family. Leah and Mike discover how what was supposed to be “happily ever after”
ended in abandonment, death and the demise of what could have been the family that had it all.

Lip Sync Battle

Charli XCX vs. Rita Ora featuring Boy George
March 29, 2018

The British Invasion comes to Lip Sync Battle. Charli XCX and Rita Ora battle for the LSB belt while pop
icon Boy George serves as resident DJ.

Live PD

Episode February 16, 2018
February 16, 2018

A dramatic armed standoff in the desert between Nye County, Nevada deputy Jeff McElwain and a man
threatening to kill officers and their families.



Long Strange Trip

Act II - This is Now
June 02, 2017

The Grateful Dead sabotage their chances at superstardom, and find success on their own terms

Marcia Clark Investigates The First 48

Drew Peterson
April 05, 2018

Prosecutor Marcia Clark investigates the disappearance of 23-year-old mother of 4, Stacy Peterson. As
the world searched for her, all eyes began to focus on her cop husband Drew Peterson when it was
discovered his previous wife died suspiciously. Is Drew Peterson responsible for both of his wives’
deaths?

The Men Who Built America: Frontiersmen

Into the Wilderness
March 07, 2018

The Revolution begins, and the outbreak of war spreads beyond the colonies into the remote frontier;
Daniel Boone's life-or-death struggle for the future of his settlement becomes a fight for the future of
America.

My Next Guest Needs No Introduction with David Letterman

Jay-Z
January 12, 2018

David Letterman teams up with fascinating global figures for in-depth interviews and curiosity-fueled
excursions in this monthly talk show. Starring: President Barack Obama, George Clooney, Malala
Yousafzai, Jay-Z, Tina Fey and Howard Stern.

1968

Winter
May 27, 2018

1968 is an in-depth chronological look at the year that changed everything, diving deep into the
Vietnam War, the civil unrest, the political landscape, and the popular culture of the most impactful
year of one of the most important decades in history.

The Nineties

Can We All Get Along
July 23, 2017

The Nineties takes us back to the presidencies of George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, technological
triumphs, terrorist tragedies, the grunge revolution and the ascendance of hip-hop, interracial conflict
across the country, and the genre-bending new era of television that set the stage for the way we live
today.



The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm

January 27, 2018

The film features a conversation between a young boy and his 90-year-old great-grandfather, an
Auschwitz survivor. Their exchange is woven with historical footage and hand-painted animation to tell a
heartbreaking story of Jewish life in Eastern Europe, sharing memories and lessons from the Holocaust
with a new generation.

One of Us

October 20, 2017

In the wake of trauma and abuse, three Hasidic Jews face ostracism, anxiety and danger as they
attempt to leave their ultra-Orthodox community.

One Strange Rock

Survival
April 23, 2018

It’s not enough for Earth to be habitable, it also has to be lethal for life to thrive. This is the story of how
life evolved hand in hand with death.

Operation Odessa

March 31, 2018

This is a true crime documentary featuring a Russian mobster, a Miami playboy and a Cuban spy who
sold a Soviet submarine to a Colombian drug cartel for $35 million. Following three friends who hustled
the Russian mob, the Cali cartel and the DEA for the score of a lifetime.

The Putin Interviews

Part 4
June 15, 2017

Oscar®-winning filmmaker Oliver Stone was granted unprecedented access to Russian president
Vladimir Putin conducting interviews over two years. Putin and Stone discuss cyberwarfare and the need
for regulations, Julian Asange, Stalin, U.S interference in Russian elections, and the ever-burning
question if Russia interfered in the 2016 Presidential Election.

The Radical Story of Patty Hearst

Part Three: The Robbery
February 18, 2018

The transformation of Patty Hearst from kidnapped heiress to terrorist is a saga of privilege, celebrity
and violence that gripped the nation. Over forty years later, this six-part documentary series includes
unprecedented firsthand accounts that shed light on one of the most bizarre stories in modern
American history.

Rapture

Logic: Gray Matters
March 30, 2018

Logic opens up about the struggles that have influenced his music and the happiness he found in his
career after fighting off crippling anxiety.



Rise Up: The Movement That Changed America

April 04, 2018

From LeBron James and Stanley Nelson, RISE UP reveals how strategy and sacrifice drove the greatest
successes of the Civil Rights movement.  Told by the women and men who led the way, this is a timely
story of what it takes to achieve change in the face of withering resistance.

Road to 9/11

Part 1: Brooklyn Jihad (1990-1995)
September 04, 2017

In 1990, an extremist rabbi is killed in Manhattan. Agents discover a terrorist cell connected to Osama
bin Laden. In 1993, cell members, including Ramzi Yousef, detonate a bomb in the World Trade Center,
using financing from Yousef’s uncle Khalid Sheik Mohammad, mastermind of the 9/11 plot.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

The Truth About Wonder Woman
November 13, 2017

The creator of Wonder Woman, Professor William Marston, led a controversial life that included an
experimental S&M relationship between him, his wife and his student. Narrated by Keri Russell.

Rolling Stone: Stories From The Edge

November 06, 2017 - November 07, 2017

Rolling Stone: Stories From the Edge chronicles the last 50 years of American music, politics and
popular culture through the story of the magazine. Drawing on interviews with some of Rolling Stone’s
greatest writers, the documentary looks at how the magazine defined the zeitgeist and endured for a
half-century.

Rotten

Garlic Breath
January 05, 2018

Cooking shows turned the humble garlic bulb into a multibillion-dollar crop. But a lawsuit raises
troubling questions about top suppliers.

RuPaul's Drag Race

10s Across The Board
March 22, 2018

RuPaul’s Drag Race, the fiercest competition on primetime returns with its 10th season. Each
supersized, 90-minute episode gives fans more fashion, lip-syncs and drag than ever before.

Seeing Allred

February 09, 2018

Explore the public and private sides of feminist firebrand attorney Gloria Allred, who's battled some of
the biggest names in politics and business.



Sell It Like Serhant

Episode 101: All Bottled Up
April 11, 2018

In the series premiere of “Sell It Like Serhant”, renowned Manhattan real-estate agent Ryan Serhant
attempts to impart his professional wisdom on Tim, a struggling wine salesman in Millbrook, New York.
Ryan has just one week to figure out what's holding Tim back and uncork his potential.

SPHERES: Songs Of Spacetime

May 17, 2018

Dive into the heart of a black hole and uncover the hidden songs of the cosmos. In this interactive VR
experience narrated by Jessica Chastain and executive produced by Darren Aronofsky, the Nobel prize-
winning discovery of gravitational waves transforms how we see the Universe.

Spielberg

October 07, 2017

Spielberg pulls back the curtain on the remarkable career of filmmaker Steven Spielberg. Featuring
interviews with Spielberg, family members, friends and colleagues, the film is a remarkably intimate
portrait, combining personal narrative with an in-depth exploration of Spielberg’s creative process and
craftsmanship.

The Story of Diana

August 09, 2017 - August 10, 2017

Marking the 20th anniversary of the tragic passing of the Princess of Wales, “The Story of Diana”
examines the complex and enduring power of an icon through the voices of her friends, her public, and
the rapt media who followed her every move.

The Story Of Us With Morgan Freeman

The Power of Us
November 15, 2017

Can we find a way to distribute power so that everyone has their say? Morgan Freeman meets experts
like Bill Clinton to find out.

Strong Island

September 15, 2017

The nature of loss, reasonable fear and racial violence converge in this documentary exploring the
murder of filmmaker Yance Ford's brother.

Survivor

Only time will tell
March 07, 2018

A tribe switch catches everyone off guard. An advantage is passed onto another tribe member and
someone pays a visit to Ghost Island



Tickling Giants

December 18, 2017

This is the story of Bassem Youssef, an Egyptian political satirist known as "The Jon Stewart of Egypt,"
showcasing a celebration of free speech in the face of a repressive regime.

Top Chef

Episode 1505: “This is not Glamping”
January 04, 2018

In a competition first, Tom surprises the chefs with a twist that changes the game. The chefs are sent
camping to make a 5-star meal. With only a few heat sources and limited ingredients, the chefs get
resourceful. Naomi Pomeroy joins the judges in the beautiful but chilly Colorado Mountains.

The Trade

Episode 103
February 16, 2018

In Juarez, a trafficker explains how heroin is transported to the US as Mexican Federal police undertake
an operation to bust a dealer. In Columbus, Special Agent James executes a drug bust and starts
tracking the local heroin supply back to its cartel sources.

Truck Night In America

Grudge Match
March 22, 2018

It’s time for the Big Dogs - five trucks with 40-inch-plus tires roll onto the course. But big rigs mean big
damage. In the Green Hell, a rivalry heats up with a collision into a tree and a finalist lost in the woods.

Ugly Delicious

BBQ
February 23, 2018

While Peter explores the many flavors and styles of the U.S. barbecue, Dave samples mind-blowing
Peking duck, yakitori and Korean barbecue.

Undercover High

Would You Go Back?
January 09, 2018

During their first week, four out of the seven adult participants attempt to fit in and gain the trust of
students so they can fill us in on what really goes on in high school today.

Vanderpump Rules

Episode 602: “Unfaithful”
December 11, 2017

A painful revelation makes Brittany flee L.A., leaving her relationship with Jax in question. Stassi
reconnects with her ex-boyfriend Patrick and ex-boss Lisa Vanderpump, while James attempts to
reclaim his DJ job at SUR. Lisa proudly serves as grand marshal of the Long Beach Gay Pride parade.



Vice

After Isis/Cubs of the Caliphate
October 13, 2017

Ben Anderson follows the final battle against ISIS in Iraq, and Isobel Yeung investigates what happens
to the children left behind in the wake of the world’s most dangerous terror organization.

The Vietnam War

Episode 6: "Things Fall Apart" (January 1968-July 1968)
September 24, 2017

The Vietnam War tells the epic story of one of the most divisive events in American history. The series
explores the human dimensions of the war through testimony of nearly 80 witnesses—Americans who
fought and others who opposed, as well as combatants and civilians from North and South Vietnam.

Waco: Madman Or Messiah

January 28, 2018 - January 29, 2018

From archives of never-before broadcast audio and rare footage, recovered from 247 FBI negotiation
tapes, this is the definitive account of David Koresh and the Branch Davidians in the years leading up
and including the 51-day standoff with the FBI in 1993 which ended in tragedy in Mount Carmel, TX. 

Wasted! The Story Of Food Waste

May 28, 2018

Every year, 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted. $218 billion worth of food goes untouched, yet 800 million
people around the globe are starving… WASTED! follows the world’s most influential chefs and
innovators in their fight to solve one of the greatest problems of the 21st Century.

What Haunts Us

May 14, 2018

The 1979 class of Porter Gaud School in Charleston, SC graduated 49 boys. Within the last 35 years, six
of them have committed suicide. Paige Goldberg Tolmach dives into her past in order to uncover the
surprising truth and finally release the ghosts that haunt her hometown to this day.

Whitney: Can I Be Me

August 25, 2017

WHITNEY. “CAN I BE ME” offers an uncensored look into Six-time Grammy® winner Whitney Houston’s
life and how her death impacted those around her and the world of music

Wild Wild Country

Part 1
March 16, 2018

Under the watchful eye of his secretary, Ma Anand Sheela, spiritual guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh
relocates his ashram from India to Oregon in 1981.



Wormwood

Chapter 5: Honorable Men
December 15, 2017

Frank's growing concerns about Cold War activities raise alarm bells at the CIA. A frustrated Eric
launches a last-ditch bid for closure

The Zen Diaries of Garry Shandling

March 26, 2018 - March 27, 2018

The Zen Diaries of Garry Shandling features conversations with the legendary comedian’s family and
friends, personal journals, private letters and candid home audio and video that reveal his brilliant mind
and restless soul. Like its subject, the film transcends easy definition - hilarious, sad, fascinating and,
above all, completely authentic.

End of Category


